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Abstract


For the past decades, there has been a shift in community pharmacy practice from dispensing and compounding towards provision of pharmacy services. Research is important to generate evidence for new services within pharmacy practice. Pharmacy practice research can be divided in two main themes: research related to pharmacy as a data source and to the pharmacy as the object of research, respectively.

The purpose of this thesis is to increase the understanding of the conditions required for successful involvement of Swedish community pharmacy staff in pharmacy-based research, and to evaluate the data generated through a certain type of research: pharmacy-based patient surveys on drug utilization.

Specific aims were to evaluate if there is a selection bias in drug utilization surveys conducted in Swedish community pharmacies, to explore the experiences of pharmacists either conducting the surveys or recruiting patients to research on adherence-promoting services, and to describe barriers and facilitators to conducting research in community pharmacies.

Data were collected via pharmacy-based patient surveys, dispensing data, individual interviews, a cross-sectional staff survey and focus group interviews.

In community pharmacy-based surveys or services research, with the dispensed drug as the trigger for inclusion, patients aged 75 years or older are underrepresented since they less often visit the pharmacy to redeem their prescriptions themselves. Due to their perceived workload, dispensing pharmacists sometimes avoid including patients perceived as complex due to age, polypharmacy or communication difficulties. These processes contribute to a healthy selection effect in both types of research and pharmacy services not reaching the patients in most need of support with their medication.

The pharmacists were generally positive to conducting surveys and being involved in services research, but reported a perceived lack of sufficient communication and research skills, and a lack of time.

Since competing commercial priorities hamper pharmacists’ research involvement, separate research funding is an important facilitator. For surveys to include all eligible patients, services to be relevant for both practice and patients and to target the patients in most need of support with their medication, research collaboration with healthcare, other professions and across pharmacies is also necessary.
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Personal reflections

The introduction of the concept pharmaceutical care presents a milestone in the development of pharmacy practice (1) and for the past decades, there has been a shift from a dispensing and compounding focus towards a patient-centered focus, with provision of pharmacy services as a key feature (2).

Since practice research is important to generate evidence for new services, it is essential for the development of pharmacy practice (3). Pharmacy practice research can be divided in two main themes: research related to pharmacy as a data source and research related to the pharmacy as the object of research (4). To give a broad picture of recent and current community pharmacy research in Sweden, both themes are represented in this thesis, specifically studying pharmacy-based patient surveys in drug utilization research and pharmacy practice research related to the development of cognitive pharmaceutical services.

This topic evolved during several years, in a specific setting and a national context. The pharmacy-based patient surveys, conducted for drug utilization research purposes in the setting of the Swedish retail pharmacy monopoly indeed constitute a very specific research context. Since these surveys originally were offered as a commercial service to various stakeholders with interests in monitoring drug utilization, the scientific evaluation of the method was initially intended as a measure to describe and hopefully guarantee a certain level of quality in the conduct of the surveys and consequently also to assure validity of the data they generated.

My former role within the National Corporation of Swedish Pharmacies (Apoteket AB) as a project manager for the development of the pharmacy-based patient surveys and later for the marketing and conduct of the individual surveys came to include engaging in the scientific evaluation of the method, with a focus on different aspects of bias. When my involvement eventually narrowed to include only the scientific evaluation, I had become involved in a study on a community pharmacy-based intervention aiming at enhancing adherence to treatment in incident statin users, a study which is still ongoing. This coincided with a debate on why and how Swedish community pharmacies should demonstrate the value of their services through pharmacy practice research, similar to what is being done or has been done in several other European countries (5). Differing recruitment rates and diffi-
culties reported by the pharmacies contributing in the adherence study made it clear that certain conditions need to be fulfilled for successful pharmacy involvement in pharmacy-based research, not just conducting pharmacy-based patient surveys but also research on pharmacy practice itself.

In this thesis, the term feasibility refers to both the appropriateness of the setting (community pharmacies) and of community pharmacy staff as “research doers”. Pharmacy practice research is necessary for the development of cognitive pharmaceutical services. I therefore hope that this thesis will contribute to an increased understanding of the conditions required for successful involvement of community pharmacy staff in pharmacy-based research, and to evaluate the data generated through a certain type of research: pharmacy-based patient surveys on drug utilization.
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Background

Drug utilization research

Drug utilization research is a scientific discipline that aims to describe and understand the use of medicines in society. It began to develop in the 1960s, with the purpose of studying the rational use of drugs, and has continued to develop since (6). Ageing populations, increased disease prevalence, demands from healthcare consumers and the introduction of new drugs have contributed to increasing expenditure within the health sector over the last decades (7) and hence a growing interest in drug utilization studies and outcomes research.

Drug utilization research is defined as “an eclectic collection of descriptive and analytical methods for the quantification, the understanding and the evaluation of the processes of prescribing, dispensing and consumption of medicines, and for testing of interventions to enhance the quality of these processes” (6). Appropriate methods and a variety of data sources are essential when it comes to monitoring drug utilization.

Even though results from randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are considered the highest level of scientific evidence of an association between exposure and outcome (8) they do not necessarily reflect the effectiveness and safety demonstrated once a drug has been introduced in larger, unrestricted patient populations (9,10). Hence, observational studies of safety and effectiveness in these populations are of great importance.

Observational studies, including drug utilization studies, are either descriptive or analytical, depending on aim and level of complexity. They are often quantitative (Fig. 1), but qualitative methods are increasingly used to capture aspects of drug utilization that concern attitudes, experiences and subjective views of e.g. patients and prescribers (6). Descriptive drug utilization studies describe patterns of drug utilization, whereas analytical studies link drug exposure to outcome measures (6). They may either be designed to determine factors influencing drug prescribing (i.e. the drug is the outcome) or assess the safety or effectiveness of the drug.
Data sources in drug utilization research

A variety of data sources can be used in drug utilization research, depending on research question and choice of research method. Common sources include reimbursement and pharmacy dispensing databases, medical records, patient registries and patient surveys (6). Patient self-reported data collected through surveys are often collected for a specific research purpose, and are therefore called primary data. Data in medical records, pharmacy dispensing databases and patient registries are primarily collected for other purposes than research, and are therefore called secondary data. These data sources complement each other and allow flexibility in study designs (Table 1).

Large reimbursement and dispensing databases, such as the Swedish Prescribed Drug Register (12) are increasingly used in drug utilization research (6). They are considered to provide data representative of routine clinical care, at relatively low cost. By linking their data to other health databases and potentially to electronic medical records the association between drug exposure and clinical outcomes may be studied. The limitations of these databases include the lack of information on over-the-counter (OTC)-drugs, herbal drugs and other clinically relevant information. In some countries
they only contain data on drugs in the reimbursement scheme, not cheaper drugs paid by the patient (6). Despite the advantages of this type of databases, the data cannot reveal whether a dispensed drug actually is taken, and taken correctly.

Prescriber data from medical records normally contain the clinical information missing in reimbursement or dispensing databases. Several validation studies have however compared the drug information in medical records with the corresponding information reported by patients, and often found it to be discrepant (13–16). The increasing use of electronic health records (EHRs) has improved the accuracy and completeness of medical records, but uniform and complete records with a quality that allows extraction of reliable data for large-scale epidemiological studies are still rare (17). In addition to variations in data format, quality and completeness, the restrictions to data access imposed by legislation and policies of database holders, are challenging (18). Since an increasing number of new, expensive drugs are being introduced as in-patient treatments, it is urgent to find methods and tools for monitoring drug utilization in hospital settings (19).

Disease-specific patient registries with individual level data are increasingly used within healthcare and research, contributing with the clinical information missing in officially administered health databases (20). They contain a variety of clinical, laboratory and diagnostic variables, and some also contain patient self-reported data on quality of life, life-style and general health status. However, pharmacologic treatment is currently only documented in about one third of the Swedish registries and completeness regarding coverage of the target population needs to be improved (20).

One rationale behind patient surveys is the assumption that the patient ought to be the primary source of information in matters regarding his or her health, especially when it comes to their subjective view and experiences as users of healthcare services and drugs. However, the collection of self-reported data is often time-consuming and logistically complicated. Since patient surveys are based on samples and rely on patient recall, they are subject to both selection and recall bias, a threat to their validity (21). Nevertheless, patient self-reported data are frequently used in drug utilization research, either as a supplement to other data or when drug exposure data are validated, often with self-reported data as the “golden standard” (13,14,22–25).

The specific content of databases and patient registries varies both within and between countries, hence the feasibility of a certain data source should be assessed in a study specific context. Despite the flexibility of using surveys to complement other data sources, the reporting accuracy and data quality always depends on the respondents’ memory, knowledge, experience,
motivation and personality (26). Even cognitively well-functioning patients may e.g. have difficulties assessing efficacy/effectiveness and safety, depending on their knowledge, memory and pre-understanding.

Table 1. Advantages and limitations of individual level data sources in drug utilization data sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reimbursement or pharmacy dispensing databases</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Lack of data on OTC drugs, herbal drugs or drug purchases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low cost of use</td>
<td>made abroad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reflect routine care</td>
<td>Purchase ≠ use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical records /Electronic health records (EHRs)</td>
<td>Clinical information Diagnoses Results from diagnostic procedures (Lifestyle) (Quality of life)</td>
<td>Varying in quality, structure and coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diversity of EHRs</td>
<td>Technical challenges in data extraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient registries</td>
<td>Disease specific Clinical information Results from diagnostic procedures (Lifestyle) (Quality of life)</td>
<td>Disease specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clinical information</td>
<td>Often lacking drug information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Results from diagnostic procedures</td>
<td>Completeness and coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient surveys</td>
<td>Primary data Patient’s own information Attitudes, experiences Lifestyle Quality of life</td>
<td>Lack of health knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall bias</td>
<td>Feasibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Pharmacy-based patient surveys

One of the themes of pharmacy practice research is research related to the pharmacy as a data source, and the use of pharmacies as settings for patient surveys on drug utilization is common. Patients are approached either for recruitment purposes only (27–30) or for actual collection of the data (31–37). In most studies, the pattern of use of the purchased drug is being studied. Other common topics are indication for use (32,33,35,36), occurrence of side effects (27–30,35), healthcare utilization patterns (31,34), concomitant medication (33), adherence (35,38) and patients’ opinions about prescribing (39).

These examples come from eight western European countries, with varying degrees of regulation in the retail pharmacy sector, e.g. whether pharmacy chains and Internet pharmacies are allowed, and ownership regulations. The countries also differ regarding density of pharmacy retail outlets (40). Both paper and electronic questionnaires are used, probably depending on the technical infrastructure available.

Hence, there does not appear to be any single retail pharmacy system or characteristic that is associated with use of pharmacies as a setting for drug utilization surveys, other than a well-structured and regulated system. It is instead likely that countries with universal health coverage (41) and public funding of drugs have an increased interest in monitoring appropriate use of medicines, adherence to treatment guidelines and reimbursement restrictions, and that they therefore utilize all available data sources, including patient self-reported data collected in community pharmacies. In addition, pharmacy-based patient surveys are also conducted in some countries with a strong academic interest in pharmacy practice research (4,42,43).

In contrast to the different data sources available to study prescription drug utilization, studies on over-the-counter (OTC) drug utilization rely on aggregate sales data and patient surveys only. Since postal as well as other type of population-based health surveys are known to suffer from declining response rates (44) surveying patients at the point of drug sales in pharmacies is an important way of finding respondents in selected patient groups.

Pharmaceutical policy in Sweden

As in many other countries, an increasing interest in methods to monitor drug utilization has been seen in Sweden in the past 15–20 years, coinciding with key changes in legislation, administration and drug access. In 1997, it became mandatory for each county council to have a drug and therapeutics committee (45) and at about the same time the costs of prescription drugs within ambulatory care were transferred from the state to each county council (46). Prescription drug costs are largely covered by each county council, which in turn receive annual reimbursement from the government. A nation-
The retail pharmacy monopoly was founded in 1970 and allowed only the state-owned company the National Corporation of Swedish pharmacies (Apoteket AB) to provide pharmaceutical services to the whole country. It was abandoned in 2009 (51), and the years preceding this deregulation the former monopolist implemented several pharmaceutical services. These included medicine use reviews, academic detailing (university or non-commercial-based educational outreach), pharmacy-based health check-ups, and the two objects of study in this thesis; pharmacy-based patient surveys and recruitment to adherence support programs. Since the deregulation, the number of pharmacies has increased by 50% (52). The market is largely dominated by three pharmacy chains, covering 79% of the market (52).

**Pharmacy-based patient surveys in Sweden**

The method by which the pharmacy-based patient surveys routinely were performed was developed to meet the increasing need for patient self-reported drug utilization data, regardless of purpose. The surveys were offered as a commercial service to pharmaceutical companies, authorities and others interested in monitoring drug utilization. The national, computer-based dispensing system facilitated the data collection at the pharmacy counter, since the surveys were conducted with computer-aided questionnaires integrated in the dispensing system, automatically retrieving some data from the prescriptions of the participating patients (53). Each patient meeting survey-specific entry criteria was offered a questionnaire at the end of the drug dispensing process (Fig. 2) and enrolled if a) he or she collected the drug for him- or herself and b) gave consent for participation. This eligibility check, labelled Eligibility check 3 in Figure 2, included steps a and b, and was done by the dispensing pharmacist, since the required data was not available in the prescriptions.

The pharmacies selected to regularly perform the surveys were evenly distributed across Sweden, based on an operative organization with 11 regions.
and 5–7 selected pharmacies per region, with at most 72 pharmacies. However, they were not selected randomly, but instead selected based on how well they were performing operatively, as measured by waiting time for dispensing services. The rationale for this selection was that a pharmacy assuming extra tasks, such as survey data collection, must be productive and well-functioning in its delivery of standard services, to manage the extra workload.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.** The pharmacy survey process (53). Grey boxes represent activities performed by the dispensing pharmacist, transparent ovals represent process steps performed automatically by the dispensing system. Reprinted with permission from Springer.

The surveys were primarily targeting patients redeeming prescriptions for new, expensive drugs dispensed in community pharmacies. Their purposes varied but common aims of the surveys were to study either prescribers’ adherence to prescribing or reimbursement guidelines (36), drug related issues relevant from a patient perspective (34,54) or prescribing issues relevant from a marketing and/or business development perspective. Common survey questions concerned indication for use, concomitant medication, previous drug treatment or other therapeutic or diagnostic interventions, OTC or herbal drug utilization, prescriber speciality and patient experiences of utiliz-
ing a specific drug. Data were collected as patient level data, facilitating calculations of distributions of basic patient characteristics such as age, gender and indication or indications for use. Since patient identifiers were not routinely collected, record linkage to other data sources was not performed, even though it was technically and theoretically possible. A typical questionnaire was short, with less than 10 questions on average, and the typical study was descriptive.

Depending on the requirements of the commissioners of data and study purpose, the surveys were categorized either as marketing research, quality monitoring or scientific research. Surveys planned to be published scientifically were always reviewed by an Ethical Review Board, as required by the Ethical Review Act (55). To meet the requirements of the commissioning companies, all surveys were performed according to the guidelines of the European Society of Opinion and Marketing Research, ESOMAR. These guidelines cover central ethical and other research-related aspects, including confidentiality, protection of respondent integrity, data safety, inclusion of children, adolescents and vulnerable individuals, as well as responsibilities towards clients, the general public and the research profession (56).

Aspects of bias

The aim of the method presented above was to select representative samples of patients using a particular prescription drug, in order to draw general conclusions about this patient population. However, since random sampling was not applied, the samples did not represent the population (all patients using the drug under study) statistically (57). Therefore, bias was introduced.

In a research context, bias refers to the presence of systematic error in a study (8). Many specific biases have been described and several classification systems have been proposed (58,59). The most common distinguish between bias introduced by factors determining who is exposed in the population (confounding), who is included in the study (selection bias) and errors of assessment and measurement (information bias) (8,58). The distinction between selection bias and confounding is being discussed, particularly since confounding sometimes is being referred to as treatment-selection bias (59,60).

The general categorization shows that bias is specific for a specific study, and needs to be analyzed in the context of that study population (59). In any sample survey (or other study in which sampling has been done) there is a source population, representing all patients potentially eligible for inclusion, and a study population, representing those actually studied. Hence, the source population is the population from which the study population origi-
nated. If the results of a study are generalized, i.e. applied to a broader population, this is considered to be an extended population (58) (Fig. 3).

![Diagram showing the relationship between study population, source population, and extended population.]

Figure 3. General relationship between study population, source population and extended population (58). Reprinted with permission from American Society of Health-System Pharmacists, Inc.

The different sampling steps in the pharmacy-based survey process represent patients who have received a prescription for a drug under study (extended population), enter a pharmacy participating in a survey (source population), are offered participation and consent to participate (study population). These steps introduce selection and information bias (Figure 4).

![Diagram showing the process steps potentially affecting data validity.]

Figure 4. Process steps potentially affecting data validity. The types of bias introduced are a-d) selection bias, e) selection bias and information bias.
Selection bias
Selection bias arises when the observed patients are not representative of the broader patient population of interest (8) and may be introduced by various mechanisms. Regardless of mechanism, the relevant general question when addressing selection bias is: *Why do some patients have complete data and others do not?* (60). In the context of the pharmacy-based surveys described here, this translates into: *Which patients are excluded on their way from receiving a prescription (and thus belonging to the extended population of interest) to participating in a particular survey?*

a) Selection bias in pharmacy-based patient surveys is introduced when a patient who is prescribed a drug does not redeem the prescription. This primary nonadherence may have several reasons, such as changes to drug therapy in emergency situations and duplicate prescriptions (61), but it may also be cost-related (62,63). Primary nonadherence is therefore likely to vary considerably between countries and co-payment schemes. The incidence is estimated to an overall mean of 16%, but the range is wide (0.5–52.4%), with large variations depending on e.g. method to assess nonfulfillment, disease, sample size and year of study (64). Since Swedish primary non-adherence rates are estimated to be low and mainly related to duplicate prescriptions (61), the impact of primary nonadherence on the selection of samples for the pharmacy-based patient surveys will not be included in this analysis.

This stage in the subject selection process also concerns drugs that are available as both prescription and OTC drugs, e.g. proton pump inhibitors and triptans. When the surveys are intended to reflect all use of the drug or drug groups, use of OTC purchases have to be captured e.g. by approaching customers in the self-service area of the pharmacy.

b) A survey on the use of angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs) and prescribers’ adherence to prescribing guidelines revealed a potential selection bias related to the fact that the patients selected for the pharmacy-based survey interviews were those collecting their prescription drugs themselves (36). Elderly women were underrepresented among study participants, and the survey sample differed significantly from all patients having an ARB prescription dispensed at the participating pharmacies during the same month (regardless of who redeemed it) as well as all patients having an ARB dispensed in any pharmacy during the same month. This indicated that the distribution of pharmacies in this particular study did not contribute to any age- or gender related bias, but that the selection of study participants in the participating pharmacies did.
c) The extent to which patients allow representatives such as relatives or healthcare personnel to collect their prescription drugs is rarely documented. When information is to be collected in the pharmacy, directly from the user of a drug, patients with physical disability or cognitive impairment, as well as younger children are more likely to be excluded. The impact of this selection probably varies considerably, depending on drug or therapeutic area (65). However, considering the general increase in drug prevalence with age there is a risk of exclusion of the oldest patients and a resulting healthy selection effect.

d) Even though high response rates are preferred, they do not automatically eliminate non-response bias (66). Non-response is a general and growing problem in health related surveys (44). It is not completely random, but involves age and marital status (67–70), as well as gender and educational level (68–72). People who refuse participation are generally younger, of male gender, less educated and unmarried and non-participation is also associated with poorer health (69–72).

e) When survey data are collected through face-to-face interviews, it is important that all interviewers are provided with the same interviewer instructions (e.g. on patient selection) and adhere to them (26,73). In addition, the setting must be suitable for interviews, offering enough privacy and time to complete the interviews properly (26,73).

Information bias

Errors of assessment and measurement are referred to as information bias. In surveys, errors of assessment and measurement are multi-causal and involve the respondent, the potential interviewer and the questionnaire itself.

Recall bias, i.e. errors related to the respondents’ difficulties to remember details about themselves, their conditions and treatments, is a common problem in health surveys (73). In drug utilization surveys, the requested recall time (74–77) as well as level of detail (75–77) and therapeutic group (74) have been shown to have an impact on reporting accuracy.

Discussing health related issues face-to-face with a healthcare professional may also be perceived as threatening to the respondents, potentially introducing social desirability bias. This is a significant problem whenever certain answers may make the respondent appear more or less responsible, well informed, self-controlled or successful (73). Measures to reduce social desirability bias in a survey include assuring respondent anonymity, offering different modes of questionnaire completion and adjusting question order, question structure and response options. The validity of data resulting from
threatening questions may be improved with data triangulation, i.e. using more than one method of data collection for the same data items (26).

To avoid information bias in interviewer-led surveys interviewers have to be provided with and adhere to standardized instructions on interviewing and how to handle questions related to the survey interview (73). Deviating from these instructions, either consistently or depending on respondent characteristics, may have an impact on the internal validity of the results.
Pharmaceutical care in community pharmacies

The concept pharmaceutical care has been defined as “the responsible provision of drug therapy for the purpose of achieving definite outcomes which improve a patient’s quality of life” (1). It developed into a philosophy of practice, with the definition “a patient-centered practice in which the practitioner assumes responsibility for a patient’s drug-related needs and is held accountable for this commitment” (78).

Through the years, several definitions have been proposed and contributed in the discussion about what pharmaceutical care is, who can provide it, who the recipient should be, what activities that can be included and what the aim of pharmaceutical care is (79). A recent review by the Pharmaceutical Care Network Europe, aiming at redefining pharmaceutical care, suggests the broad but also specific definition “Pharmaceutical Care is the pharmacist’s contribution to the care of individuals in order to optimize medicines use and improve health outcomes” (79). It specifies that the pharmacist has a role in pharmaceutical care and that the final recipient is the individual patient, but allows both a variety of settings and the involvement of other health professions.

The operationalization of pharmaceutical care has contributed to the development and implementation of various care processes or services, provided either in hospitals, outpatient settings, or community pharmacies (80). When these services contain elements of information-giving, education and motivation, normally in addition to distribution of a product, they are labelled cognitive pharmaceutical services (CPS). CPS are defined as “professional services provided by pharmacists, using their skills and knowledge to take an active role in contributing to patient health through effective interaction with both patients and other health professionals” (81). Since pharmaceuticals are not mentioned, CPSs can include other than strictly drug-related services, e.g. disease screening.

A hierarchical classification of CPS has been suggested, in which services are classified based on clinical decision making and required change in pharmacists’ role and practice environment. Services range from information giving, requiring little or no change in the pharmacist’s role and practice environment, to prescribing, requiring shared or full clinical decision-making and considerable change in the pharmacist’s role and practice environment (Table 2) (82). The distinction between services provided in hospital or community settings (or both) is however not made in the classification, reflecting a necessary flexibility in choice of setting when services are planned, evaluated and implemented.
Table 2. Hierarchical model of cognitive pharmaceutical services (82).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Medicines information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Compliance, adherence and concordance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Disease screening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Disease prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Clinical intervention or identification of Drug Related Problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Medication use reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Medication management/medication therapy management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Home medication reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Residential care home medication reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Medication reviews with continuance follow up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Disease state management for chronic conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Participation in therapeutic decisions with medical practitioners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. In clinical settings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. In the pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Prescribing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Supplementary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Dependent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Community pharmacies have traditionally been product oriented, with dispensing of prescription drugs and sales of OTC drugs as their main source of income. The support for a shift from product orientation to service orientation has primarily come from the professional associations (83), but other stakeholders have also endorsed this transition as a way of optimizing the use of available resources in a healthcare system under pressure (84). Services intended to improve patients’ knowledge of their medicines, adherence to treatment and clinical outcomes are indeed offered in community pharmacies in many countries (85–88), either by the pharmacies alone or in cooperation with healthcare, health insurers or private medication therapy management companies (85). A decade ago, the pattern of pharmaceutical care provision in Europe was reported to be related to the type of healthcare culture and -system (87) and there was, and still is, no consistent source of reimbursement (89). At that time, the Scandinavian countries, the UK (excluding Wales), Southern Europe and Central Europe were identified as areas with differing patterns of pharmaceutical care provision. However, several countries have recently implemented policies that support an expanded role for community pharmacists in chronic disease management, even though policy-relevant evidence is inconclusive (5,90). Services with reimbursement are e.g. the New Medicines Service (NMS) in England (91), the monitoring of patients with type 2 diabetes in Portugal (92), the Inhaler Technique Assessment Service (ITAS) in Denmark (93), medicine use reviews for asthma.
patients (I-MUR) in Italy (94), medication reviews in Canada (95) and an asthma service in Australian community pharmacies (96).

As evidence-based policymaking is increasingly applied within the healthcare sector (90), a condition for funding CPS is strong scientific evidence, not only of the feasibility of a service for patients and providers, but clinical evidence of relevant therapeutic outcomes, and evidence of cost-effectiveness (3,97). To understand what promotes the sustainable delivery of services proven to be beneficial to patients and society, implementation research is also needed (98). This calls for strategies involving a range of stakeholders (82) and sufficient resources to conduct pharmacy practice and health services research, along with the implementation of services.

Practice research in community pharmacies

Pharmacy practice research has been defined as “any research activity that pertains to pharmacy practice or patient care including, but not limited to, clinical and outcomes research, health services research and comparative effectiveness research” (99). Just as within hospital-based pharmacy, research in community pharmacy practice increased after the introduction of the pharmaceutical care concept, but has developed more slowly.

Studies on community pharmacists’ involvement in practice research indicate that research involvement was and still is a task outside of the ordinary for a community pharmacist (99). Perceived barriers and facilitators to research involvement exist on the individual level (the pharmacist him- or herself), the organizational level (the pharmacy/employer) but also on the patient level. On all levels, lack of time is the most frequently reported barrier to research involvement (99). This illustrates the commercial reality of most community pharmacies, but has also be suggested to represent a socially acceptable excuse masking deeper issues related to fears associated with modifying established work routines, and a perceived lack of value associated with research participation (100).

On the individual level, a perceived lack of competence is a frequently reported barrier to research involvement (101–104). Participating in formalized research training and having access to research specific support are therefore important facilitators (102–106).

The organizational level, represented by pharmacy management, is in itself important for pharmacists’ participation in practice-based research. Facilitating factors on this level are explicit support for research involvement, sufficient time for preparation and conduct of research (43,99,102,105) and adequate staffing to allow some pharmacists to maintain a research focus,
Despite other competing priorities in the pharmacy (102,105–107). Sustainable involvement in research activities therefore requires additional funding (101,102,108).

In research activities involving recruitment of patients, evoking interest for participation among patients is reported to be challenging. Research-experienced pharmacists report that patients are reluctant to contribute to research, partly due to lack of time, but also because they do not expect to be recruited to a research project when visiting the pharmacy (105). Collaborating with local healthcare has been suggested as a means to enhance patient recruitment (105), in order to identify eligible patients but also to legitimize the pharmacy practice research projects among patients who primarily rely on advice from their caregivers.

There appears to be a general understanding regarding the importance and benefits of practice research, but far from all community pharmacists are willing to engage in research themselves. Depending on whether research-experienced or -inexperienced pharmacists are approached, reported rates of willingness to participate in research range from 19% to 84% (103,104,109–111).

Pharmacy practice-based research networks

In the past two decades, community pharmacies have started to form pharmacy practice-based research networks (PBRNs) (112), with the purpose of facilitating the conduct of practice research and being a necessary link between pharmacy practice and academia (4,42,113). Practice-based research networks, regardless of whether they involve primary care, clinical or community pharmacy have some characteristics in common: Their organizations include at least a ten-fold of practices/pharmacies and their commitment should extend beyond a single research project (112). A community pharmacy practice-based research network has been described as a group of community pharmacy practice sites that are affiliated with an academic institution(s) that investigates questions related to community practice (114), a description that implies the importance of an academic institution devoted to pharmacy practice research.

As PBRNs engage in generating and collecting observational research data from “real-world” settings (112), they mirror the efficient collection of experimental data in multi-centre clinical trials. Community pharmacy research networks have been used to provide data in drug utilization studies (4,30,115), but also to study both feasibility and outcomes of pharmacy-based services (116–118). Sustainable involvement of both pharmacists and pharmacies in PBRNs is multifactorial, and involves obtaining funding, es-
establishing an appropriate network infrastructure, providing sufficient and relevant research training and feedback, as well as disseminating practice-based research findings (112). An important motivator for involvement is also research relevance for practice (4,114).

Practice research in Swedish community pharmacies

Historically, research relating to Swedish community pharmacy practice has covered a range of topics, from broadly implemented pharmaceutical care-activities (119), the development of specific counselling models (120) and the detection and resolution of drug related problems (DRPs) (121,122) to the safety culture in pharmacies (123), a specific pharmaceutical care service (124), pharmacist-patient communication (125) and patient expectations of pharmacy encounters (126). Outcomes have included educational impact, detection and resolution rate of DRPs, reporting rate of dispensing errors, and communication content. Apart from an attempt to theoretically estimate the clinical and health-economic impact of detecting and resolving DRPs (121), no measurements of actual clinical and health-economic outcomes have been done.

In 2002, a counselling service inspired by the pharmaceutical care philosophy was introduced in a third of the Swedish pharmacies, and evaluated scientifically (127). The broad aim was to help patients make better use of their medication, which included explaining the purpose of each prescription or OTC drug and discussing expected effects and potential interactions. Practical use of the drugs could also be discussed, as well as topics relevant to address with the prescribing physician. The service could be initiated by the pharmacist or the patient. It was free-of-charge for the patients and the costs were covered with the overall margins for dispensed medications paid by the government. It was provided by certified pharmacists having completed additional communication training. Detected problems, advice given and actions taken were documented in a specific database. Even though some local prescribers could access this database for information purposes, prescribing physicians were not otherwise involved in the process.

This service was provided until 2009, mainly to older patients with multiple medications (128). Subjective outcomes reported by patients were an increased feeling of safety regarding their drug treatment and being better prepared for the next doctor’s appointment (128), and similar to findings from the MUR evaluation in the UK (129), patients also found it hard to describe the service as separate from other healthcare experiences (130). Objective, clinical outcomes were however not evaluated.

Swedish community pharmacies recently piloted a cognitive service for asthma patients, similar to the services either pilot-tested or already offered.
in other countries (93,94,96). Feasibility was found to be favourable, but clinical outcomes were not evaluated (131).

The reregulation of the pharmacy market in 2009 entailed not only structural changes of the market itself, but also a reduction and redirection of funds for social pharmacy and pharmacy practice research (132), with implications for individual researchers and academia as a whole. Hence, research in pharmacy practice is currently scarce.

The fourth study in this thesis was nevertheless initiated by Stockholm County council, the largest public funder of healthcare in Sweden. It constitutes a part of the scientific evaluation of a pharmacy-based intervention intended to promote medication adherence among patients initiated on statin therapy.

The intervention is a modified version of adherence support programs available in Sweden, commonly funded by the drug manufacturer. They often include pharmacy-based recruitment of patients initiating treatment with new on-patent drugs.

Since it is known that the largest drop in refill rate takes place as early as within the first months of initiation and that persistence is moderate (133), the intervention focuses on informing patients of the importance of adherence to statin therapy and removing barriers to adherence within 1-3 months after the first prescription is filled. The pharmacy involvement includes approaching patients in the pharmacy and offering them to take part, and if they agree, register them for the intervention. The pharmacies also receive the patients for a follow-up visit. Part of the intervention is provided by a team of nurses, and is largely managed from a call-center.

The design of this adherence program makes it similar to the New Medicines Service in England (91) and the TelCIP (Telephone Counseling Intervention by Pharmacist) in the Netherlands (134), both proven to have significant effects on adherence to lipid lowering treatment. Since the intervention will be evaluated in a research project, the pharmacists involved are by definition taking part in pharmacy practice research, and were therefore approached to share their experiences in a feasibility study.
Aims

The overall aim is to contribute to an increased understanding of the conditions required for successful involvement of community pharmacists in pharmacy-based research, and to evaluate the data generated through a certain type of research: pharmacy-based patient surveys on drug utilization.

The specific aims of the four included studies are

I. To evaluate if there is a selection bias in drug utilization surveys on prescription drugs conducted in Swedish community pharmacies, to describe the direction of this potential bias and discuss the implications to the results.

II. To explore the experiences of the pharmacists involved in pharmacy-based patient surveys and to explore a potential random or systematic exclusion of eligible patients, as well as finding areas of improvement to the process of performing structured survey interviews at the pharmacy counter.

III. To describe prescribing patterns and OTC use of triptans in Sweden, with a focus on the history of migraine diagnosis, concomitant antimigraine medication, and contraindications for triptan use.

IV. To explore the pharmacists’ experiences of participating in an ongoing research project evaluating a pharmacy-based adherence-promoting pharmaceutical service in Stockholm, and to explore their views regarding future participation in practice research aiming at developing cognitive pharmaceutical services.
Methods

Paper I

Data collection
This study included a majority of all surveys conducted during 2006-2012 with the method described in figure 2. All drugs were classified according to the version of the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) classification system in use at the time of the study (135). The surveys were selected based on the following criteria:

- The surveys should be completed, i.e. surveys ongoing at the time of the study were excluded.
- For calculation of the relative sample size of each survey, dispensing data from 2010 of the Swedish population should be available in the Prescribed Drug Register. To provide survey samples likely to be representative of all users of the specific drug in question, the number of respondents in each survey should constitute at least 0.5% of the period prevalence rate of 2010 for the corresponding drug, ATC fifth level.
- To avoid duplicate registration of patients in each study, the surveys should only include one pharmacological group, ATC fourth level.
- Population dispensing data from 2011 in the Prescribed Drug Register should be available for calculation of current age distribution within each selected drug group, ATC fifth level.

Age- and gender distributions among patients eligible for the surveys were compared to the age- and gender distribution of all Swedish patients, receiving the same drug or drugs during the same or approximately the same time period, as given by the Swedish Prescribed Drug Register. The age categories used were 0–44 years, 45–64 years, 65–74 years and >75 years. When applying the general relationship between populations to this study (Fig. 3), the Prescribed Drug Register represents the extended population of each survey, whereas the data on patients eligible for surveys serve as a proxy for the study population.
Analysis

The differences between the proportions of patients within the age and gender segments of each pair of survey/dispensing data were calculated. Proportions with non-overlapping confidence intervals on the 95% level of confidence were considered statistically significant (136).

Paper II

Data collection

In this mixed methods study a sequential explanatory design (137) was used to explore community pharmacists’ experiences of surveying patients for drug utilization research purposes. The pharmacists conducting the pharmacy-based patient surveys were instructed to interview all patients passing the eligibility checks 1-3 (Fig. 2). To establish if this instruction was followed or if there was a potential interviewer induced selection bias and the reasons for this potential bias there was a focus on pharmacists’ perceived feasibility of interviewing patients at the pharmacy counter and its effect on pharmacists’ behaviour.

Two methods were used:

1) a web-survey distributed to all dispensing pharmacists at the 72 pharmacies regularly conducting patient surveys;

2) semi-structured telephone interviews conducted with a sample of the pharmacists. In both survey and interviews, the pharmacists were asked to think back on their past five years of experience.

1) An anonymous semi-quantitative survey questionnaire, covering the experiences of the interviewing pharmacists was e-mailed to the pharmacies, to be further distributed to all dispensing pharmacists, approximately 400 respondents. Data were collected during two consecutive weeks (28 Oct - 11 Nov 2011).

The survey was designed to explore how the pharmacists perceived the different steps preceding the data collection, as well as the data collection itself. The survey included the following items: positive and negative experiences of interviewing (open-ended questions), general perceptions on questionnaire length and optimal questionnaire length (closed-ended questions) and whether the pharmacists avoid interviewing eligible patients (closed-ended question). In the estimations of questionnaire length, the number of questions was regarded as a proxy for the time required for interviewing.
2) Based on the initial results from the survey, an interview guide was developed outlining three main areas: The preparation and training process, the patient-pharmacist encounter and personal reflections and strategies regarding interviewing patients as part of the drug dispensing process (Appendix I). Purposive sampling (26) was applied to obtain a sample of pharmacists as experienced in interviewing as possible. Twelve pharmacies were selected based on their extensive involvement in pharmacy surveys. Each pharmacy manager was then asked to suggest pharmacists for the interviews. The interviewees were informed about the study by e-mail before the interview. The interviews were conducted by a pharmacy graduate student, who had some general experience in working in community pharmacies but had not been involved in any pharmacy surveys. They were conducted as semi-structured telephone interviews (26) during Nov-Dec 2011, and lasted approximately 15 minutes. During the interviews, extensive notes were taken and findings were summarized in writing afterwards.

Analysis

The results of the quantitative and qualitative parts of the study were integrated in the interpretations phase of the study (137). The closed-ended questions in the survey were analysed descriptively. The answers to the open-ended survey questions were coded according to their content. The interviews were independently analysed by the two first authors, respectively, using descriptive content analysis (138,139). The main areas in the interview guide served as deductively decided data categories, whereas data reported within each of these categories were categorized inductively. The results arrived at were compared and differences were discussed until consensus was reached.

Paper III

Data collection

This cross-sectional study, based on dispensing data covering prescription triptans and survey data covering OTC triptans, aimed at describing utilization patterns of prescription and OTC triptans in Stockholm, Sweden. A secondary aim was to explain an observed increase in sales of prescription and OTC triptans (140), following the market introduction of OTC triptans in Sweden in 2006.

1) The database study included all incident individuals purchasing prescription triptans in 2014. Being incident was defined as having at least one pre-
scription of triptans dispensed in 2014 and none during Jul 2010-Dec 2013. The data source used was the Stockholm County Council healthcare data warehouse VAL, which contains information on all consultations in primary and secondary care (defined as specialist outpatient care), and all hospitalizations (141). The regional data warehouse also contains the same data on prescription drugs as the Prescribed Drug Register, but the coverage is restricted to the residents in the region. Data on triptan use, concomitant use of other drugs for acute migraine and drugs for prophylactic treatment were linked to data on migraine diagnosis and contraindications.

2) A survey, distributed by observers to patients purchasing OTC triptans in three pharmacies in Stockholm, was conducted to capture the proportion of patients who a) had been diagnosed with migraine by a physician, b) had a history of prescription triptan use, c) were alternating between or combining prescription and OTC triptans, d) experienced migraine attacks with a frequency that could justify prophylactic treatment and e) received prophylactic drug treatment for migraine. It also captured f) concomitant use of other analgesics or antimigraine drugs, if any, and g) to what extent patients who purchased OTC triptans actively were offered help or counselling by pharmacy staff (Appendix II). The participating pharmacies, two in the center of Stockholm and one in a large mall in a densely populated suburban municipality, were selected based on their supposed sales volumes of OTC triptans. The observers were present in the pharmacies during daytime, at differing hours all days of the week, approximately 5-6 hours per occasion.

The respondents were offered to either have the questionnaire completed by the interviewing observant, complete it themselves while remaining in the pharmacy or have it sent by email for later completion.

Analysis

Recruitment rate was measured as patients per sold packages during the study period. Descriptive statistics, such as numbers and proportions, were used to describe the study cohorts and the utilization patterns, with 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) where appropriate. Analyses were stratified by sex and age in the categories 0–11 years, 12-18 years, 19-44 years, 45–64 years, 65–74 years and >75 years. These were based on one of the intervals for population statistics recommended by the WHO and adjusted to also capture potential prescribing to children and adolescents. Means were presented with standard deviations (SD). Associations between categorical variables in both survey and dispensing data, respectively, were analyzed using Pearson’s chi-square tests. Two-sided p-values <0.05 were considered significant.
Paper IV

Data collection
Data were collected in focus group interviews (FGIs) (142), with pharmacists representing five of the 67 pharmacies participating in the project. The invitation to participate was sent to 39 pharmacies, selected to represent pharmacies with low, medium and high levels of recruitment to the pharmaceutical service being evaluated. A semi-structured interview guide was developed, covering knowledge/information about the cognitive pharmaceutical service (CPS) itself, the feasibility of the pharmacists’ part of the CPS in the regular workflow in the pharmacy, including potential areas of improvement and views on research in general, particularly on involvement in pharmacy practice research (Appendix III). The interviews were held at four of the pharmacies during January and February 2017. The first author moderated the interviews and the second author was present as an assistant moderator and took notes. The interviews were audiotaped and transcribed verbatim. After the first two FGIs, the interview guide was slightly modified to also include questions regarding collaboration between pharmacies and healthcare and between different retail pharmacy chains, respectively. During the interviews, probing and follow-up questions were used in order to get deeper knowledge about the participants’ experiences and views.

Analysis
The data were analyzed using conventional content analysis (143), guided by the Consensual Qualitative Research method (144). The initial analysis was performed by the first and last authors, who independently and repeatedly read all transcripts and interview notes and inductively arrived at domains sorted under the two aims of the study. In two consensus sessions, further categorization of the domains into core ideas was done. During the consensus discussions, it became clear that all core ideas were shared by the two aims. This was because the majority of FGI participants had no experience of practice research other than the current pilot intervention and their views regarding future research participation mainly reflected their experiences in the ongoing project. Therefore, the results were reported together for both aims. In a cross-case analysis, the data represented by the core ideas were clustered into categories and subsequently interpreted (Figure 5). This was a continuous process, involving the first, third and last authors.

At the end of the analysis, the second author served as an auditor, checking that the results were based on the data and that no important data were overlooked. Quotes from the focus groups were used to exemplify the categories.
Ethics

Swedish regulations specify under which conditions approval from an ethical review board is required in research involving humans (55). These include studies in which the participants are subjected to blood sampling, surgical procedures or other physical interventions, or when research methods are used that may affect the subjects mentally or emotionally. Included are also all studies in which the collected data represent sensitive personal data, as defined by the Personal Data Act (145).

Consequently, studies I, II and IV did not require approval by an Ethical Review Board. Nevertheless, ethical requirements were met. Informed consent was obtained and the respondents’/participants’ anonymity was secured.

Study III was reviewed by the Ethical Review Board in Stockholm, and approved, with approval numbers 2014/788-31/2 and 2015/619-31.
Findings

Paper I
The surveys selected for this study were in most cases targeted at patients receiving drugs that were recently introduced on the Swedish market. They were intended to be used to study prescribers’ adherence to reimbursement restrictions/prescribing guidelines, other aspects related to prescribing and/or actual drug use (e.g. daily dose taken by the patient, recommended dosing scheme and indication for use) or aspects related to the market introduction of the drug.

Out of the 45 surveys that had been conducted by the time of the study, 31 were included. In 25 (81%) out of these surveys, patients aged 75 years or older were significantly underrepresented, most likely because they did not appear at the pharmacy to collect their drugs themselves. This finding appeared across all therapeutic groups included in the study, but was most consistent within asthma/COPD and neurology/psychiatry, where it appeared in all included surveys.

The six surveys where this underrepresentation of the oldest did not occur either had a very small sample size, or concerned long-acting insulins or TNF-α-inhibitors. Data on women showed similar results as overall survey data, whereas the underrepresentation of the oldest age group among men appeared in a lower proportion of the surveys, 67%. This illustrates how surveying in pharmacies contributes to a general selection towards healthier survey samples, and that the consequences in individual surveys vary, depending on what drug is being studied.

Paper II
In total, 176 pharmacists (about 44 %) completed the questionnaire. Out of these, 50 considered themselves to lack the experience necessary to complete the questionnaire, resulting in 126 actual respondents and an effective response rate of approximately 32 %.

A majority (82%) reported positive experiences of interviewing. The most commonly reported positive perceptions were that structured survey interviews make the patient feel important and improve the patient–pharmacist dialogue, reported by 18 (14 %) and 23 (18 %) of the respond-
ents, respectively. A majority (63%) also reported negative experiences, related to a perceived lack of time for interviewing, including increased stress when dispensing and the perceived effect of the survey interviews on patients’ waiting time.

The general length of the survey questionnaires was considered appropriate by 83% of the respondents, while 17% felt they typically were too long. When asked to specify the appropriate number of questions for a survey performed at the pharmacy counter, one-third answered no more than five, and half no more than seven. None of the respondents thought that 11 questions or more were appropriate.

Almost half of the pharmacists (44%) admitted that they occasionally avoided interviewing eligible patients, due to the immediate increase in workload.

The interviews, conducted as telephone interviews with 19 pharmacists experienced in surveying, allowed pharmacists to elaborate further on their experiences. They perceived themselves to be adequately trained to perform survey interviews, and well enough prepared by means of the information provided before each study start.

Pharmacists perceived that patients generally reacted in a positive manner towards the offer to participate in a survey. In addition to the data generated as the primary goal of surveying, secondary benefits such as an improved patient-pharmacist dialogue and an increased detection and resolution of drug related problems were reported.

The dominating negative experience was the increase in workload, a common reason for excluding eligible patients. The reported perceived lack of time concerned both pharmacists and patients. Other reasons for excluding patients were actual or potential communication difficulties and the individual pharmacists’ perceived competence. Patients not speaking Swedish or having an insufficient understanding of spoken Swedish, or patients with cognitive impairment were excluded.

Not being able to predict and prepare for the questions potentially elicited by the survey interview made some pharmacists avoid including patients all together. This finding, reflecting a reluctance to leave the familiarity of the dispensing “script” and rely on one’s professional competence, is particularly notable, considering the similarities between structured survey interviewing and structured general counselling. The limited availability of staff resources was the most apparent area in need of improvement.
Paper III
In the database study, 52% of the patients had a recorded diagnosis of migraine, 48% had no other acute treatment than triptans, preventive treatment was rare (12%) and contraindications were found in 2% of the patients.

The survey was conducted in September and October 2014 and included 49 patients, out of which 27 (55.1±13.9%) were women. This corresponded to an estimated response rate of 7%. A majority (63.3±13.5%) had been diagnosed with migraine by a physician and the same proportion reported current or previous prescription triptan use. A minority of the patients (12.2 ± 9.2%) were currently switching between prescription and OTC triptans or combining them. About half of the patients (53.3 ± 14.6%) reported having migraine attacks more frequently than twice a month. According to recent guidelines (146), patients who experience migraine attacks this often should be offered migraine prophylaxis, but only one out of ten patients (4.4 ± 6.0%) reported that this was the case. A majority (59.2 ± 13.8%) reported that they always or often are offered help or counselling when purchasing OTC triptans.

The combined results from the survey and the database study indicated that the previously identified increase of prescription- and OTC triptan sales results from increased prescribing to patients seeking healthcare and, independently, access to pharmacy-only OTC triptans to patients with previous use of prescription triptans, mainly preferring to self-medicate rather than adding OTC triptans to a therapy with prescription triptans. Current prescribing of triptans is done with attention to safety but poor recording of migraine diagnosis. The low prevalence of preventive therapy concerns both OTC and prescription triptan users and is consistent with results from other studies (32,147–149).

Paper IV
Four focus group interviews were held with 18 pharmacists from five of the pharmacies involved in the project. The four domains identified were the service itself, operative conditions, the pharmacists’ role/profession and other stakeholders and patients, respectively (Figure 5).

A common concern was how to communicate about the CPS with patients, both when recruiting and conducting the follow-up visits. Operative conditions were perceived as hampering research activities. As in previous research regarding community pharmacists’ participation in pharmacy-based research, identified barriers to full involvement included lack of time, resources and staff, in addition to insufficient communication and research skills (99,102).
The competition between pharmacy chains was perceived as a barrier to continuity of care. Collaboration with healthcare, other professions and other pharmacy chains was identified as important for both community pharmacy services research and provision, making services more relevant for practice and patients, increasing the trustworthiness of pharmacy-based services research and implementation, and reducing the workload of pharmacists. Collaboration was however also regarded as threatening to the commercial interests of individual pharmacies and the pharmacist profession.

Successful community pharmacy services research and provision will require a stronger patient-centered perspective among all stakeholders, including the pharmacists themselves.

Figure 5. Data analysis model and overall findings in study IV.
Community pharmacies are an important source of data regarding drug utilization, both data generated automatically when drugs are purchased from wholesalers, prescription drugs are dispensed and OTC drugs are sold, and data collected in different types of surveys. In many countries community pharmacies are commonly used for surveys on drug utilization, often focusing on data that are too difficult or expensive to acquire from other sources. A major strength is the convenient access to patients, but just as in any other setting, large-scale surveys are logistically complicated.

With their large number of patient contacts, an obligation to dispense prescription drugs and make sure patients know how to use their drugs, and a shared infrastructure for electronic prescriptions, Swedish community pharmacies have the potential to contribute to pharmacy practice research. The studies included in this thesis contribute to an increased understanding of the conditions required for successful involvement of community pharmacy staff in pharmacy-based research, and help understand the strengths and weaknesses of data generated through pharmacy-based patient surveys.

Surveys on prescription drugs can be used to monitor actual use of both new and established therapies. Despite the methodological limitations with pharmacy-based surveys on OTC drug utilizations, it remains one of very few methods to compare the actual use of OTC drugs with the intended use. Services aiming at improved adherence can be offered at the pharmacy counter, either as part of a research project or as implemented services. The feasibility of Swedish community pharmacies as a research setting is however influenced by patients’ direct access to pharmacy dispensing services and the duality of community pharmacies, being neither a fully commercial actor nor a fully established part of healthcare.
Implications for pharmacy-based surveying and pharmacy services research

The community pharmacy as a research setting
In this thesis, two mechanisms were detected, by which patients recruited at the pharmacy counter may be excluded from research participation when redeeming their prescriptions: Certain patients, particularly among the elderly, are underrepresented in pharmacy-based surveys because they do not visit the pharmacy themselves and instead have a representative redeem their prescriptions (paper I). In addition, dispensing pharmacists sometimes refrain from offering survey participation to patients perceived as complex because of e.g. age, language barriers and polypharmacy, to avoid a perceived immediate increase in workload (paper II). These mechanisms are both introduced in the process when the pharmacists check the eligibility (Figures 2 and 4). Both of them are likely to contribute to a healthy selection effect in pharmacy-based surveys, and services research and provision not fully reaching those who are in most need of support with their medication.

The systematic exclusion can, to some extent, be measured with national or regional dispensing data, an important measure to estimate generalizability. The extent and nature of the deliberate exclusion by pharmacists is however less measurable and therefore a greater threat to the validity of both surveys and services research. However, when the reasons for bias are known, it can be prevented or adjusted for.

Most surveys target respondents reporting on themselves. In some cases, it can be useful to allow a person close to the actual respondent to do the reporting (150). However, good reporting by representatives requires that he or she is close to the respondent and can both observe and discuss the matters that are to be reported. Current research on this type of reporting also indicates that this can be used reliably only within certain domains or index scores (151,152) and with certain question types (151). Considering the declining response rates in health-related surveys in general (44,153) and the fact that older patients are underrepresented in pharmacy-based patient surveys (paper I), allowing representatives to report could be considered when this method and setting is being used. Combining pharmacy-based surveys with surveying in other settings, e.g. healthcare centers, and oversampling in certain age groups can also be a way to reduce the effects of the systematic exclusion.
Community pharmacists as researchers

The pharmacists’ experiences of surveying (Paper II) or participating in other pharmacy practice research (Paper IV) add to the existing literature (99,102,105,154) on barriers, facilitators and improvement areas. Lack of time and resources are the most commonly reported barriers. Recruitment to and/or involvement in other services and services research (Paper IV) and surveying (Paper II) appear to be regarded as something to engage in when the workload permits it. Additional resources are therefore important for research tasks to be considered equally important as dispensing and sales of products. It is however relevant to consider if the perceived lack of time reflects an actual lack of time. Cvijovic and colleagues found that lack of time for research participation was provided as a socially acceptable excuse, that masked deeper issues related to fears associated with changing established routines among Canadian community pharmacists participating in a research study (100).

It also represented a perceived lack of value associated with research participation. In line with several studies on pharmacists’ opinions on or experiences of research participation (99,102,106,110,155,156), the participants in paper II and IV recognize the importance of practice research for professional and practice development, but confirm that not all pharmacists share this positive attitude.

Negative attitudes, not only to the object of research (pharmacy-based surveys or services research) but to research in general, are indeed difficult to capture since they are subject to social desirability bias. When these attitudes translate into low motivation, they can contribute to poor interviewing and thus introduce information bias (Figure 4), in addition to the detected selection bias.

Trying to capture community pharmacists with a positive attitude to research, and allowing them to specialize, instead of engaging all pharmacists, could potentially be a way forward. At a time when pharmacists’ level of involvement in practice research still was low (99), the Pharmacy Practice Research and Development Task Force in the UK stated that all pharmacists should be “research users”, i.e. work according to documented best practice, and 10% of the pharmacists should be “research doers”, i.e. actively involve in data collection and/or participate in evaluations of new services or models of service delivery (42). Considering pharmacists’ reported rates of willingness to participate in research (103,104,109–111) and the perceived reluctance among some pharmacists (Paper II, Paper IV), this still appears to be a reasonable ambition.
Development of pharmacy-based research networks within community pharmacy

With the existing infrastructure and a market dominated by three pharmacy chains, the logistical and technical requirements for establishing large research networks are fulfilled in Sweden. However, since current academic research in social pharmacy and pharmacy practice is scarce (132) the necessary support from and continuous collaboration with academia for developing and maintaining a PBRN is currently lacking. Since a basis within or close collaboration with academia is important for successful PBRN development and for practice research (4,42,113), this is a cause for concern.

In a recent governmental investigation, it was suggested that general pharmacy research funding should be redirected to social pharmacy (132), and that The Swedish Academy of Pharmaceutical Sciences should coordinate a group representing pharmacy chains, professional organizations, academia and healthcare, collaborating to strengthen community pharmacy-based research. These measures can potentially facilitate both the establishment of PBRNs and future research projects, relevant for practice.

Implications for pharmacy education and pharmacists’ role development

With increasing access to data from mandatory dispensing databases (157), pharmacy-based patient surveys can constitute a supplement to studies based on reimbursement or pharmacy dispensing data. Linking survey data to other types of individual level data however requires a scientific research purpose (145), and scientific research procedures to be performed, procedures which dispensing pharmacists prefer to leave to others because of perceived time constraints, lack of research knowledge and communication skills (Paper IV). Using Swedish pharmacy-based patient surveys in larger research studies, potentially linking survey data to other types of individual level data, will therefore require more research training among Swedish community pharmacists, as well as additional pharmacy staff.

Another aspect which is important to include in pharmacy curricula to promote future involvement in services research and provision is inter-professional collaboration (Paper IV).

These findings are primarily relevant for those within academia, who are responsible for pharmacy curricula improvements, but also to pharmacy owners and professional organizations. Providing research training, not only to undergraduates but also to practicing community pharmacists may increase the will to participate in research activities and build research capacity for future projects (155).
The pharmacists themselves and the pharmacy owners should consider who is responsible for developing the profession. It is the pharmacists who regard themselves as overqualified for their current tasks and desire another, more patient-oriented role (Paper IV). However, Swedish community pharmacists appear to have adopted a passive position regarding role development, similar to the attitudes expressed by Norwegian chain pharmacists (158), and handed over the responsibility to others, mainly their employers. On the other hand, one could argue that pharmacy owners are aware that participation in research resulting in reimbursed services will generate not only income but also satisfied customers and employees.

From the perspective of the pharmacist profession and community pharmacy as a retail actor, developing CPSs through research currently appears to primarily be either a matter of developing a profession or making profit through increased customer loyalty (102,106).

The need for practice-based research in community pharmacies, to support the development of reimbursed services, is ultimately a question of patient benefit, and services reaching larger patient groups. In 1990, Hepler and Strand challenged both the profession and relevant stakeholders when they concluded that “It is not enough to dispense the correct drug or to provide sophisticated pharmaceutical services; nor will it be sufficient to devise new technical functions. Pharmacists and their institutions must stop looking inward and start redirecting their energies to the greater social good.” (1). Twenty-eight years later, this still appears to be highly relevant.

Methodological considerations

Quantitative methods

Study I
In the data analysis, data from the Prescribed Drug Register are compared with survey data on all patients eligible for inclusion and redeeming their own prescriptions in the pharmacies involved. The discussion about the consequences of the detected selection bias is therefore simplified since it assumes that the age- and gender distributions of all eligible patients are the same as for all respondents. However, a high response rate among those eligible for participation indicates that the differences in age- and gender distribution between eligible patients and respondents most likely are minor.

Study II
The low response rate of the pharmacist survey is possibly related to how the questionnaire was distributed. Since it was sent anonymously as a survey
link to each pharmacy and forwarded to each pharmacist, the exact response rate is unknown and the possibility to describe either respondents or non-respondents is lacking.

**Study III**

Since Swedish drug sales data are not publicly available on a pharmacy and product level, it was not possible to assess the appropriateness of the selected pharmacies in terms of OTC triptan sales. The use of external observers instead of regular pharmacy staff limited the number of hours that the self-service areas could be covered, and probably reduced the response rate. Self-reported migraine diagnosis, previous prescription triptan use and use of other migraine treatment could not be validated, since these data could not be linked on an individual level to the respondents’ dispensing data.

**Qualitative methods**

**Study II**

The 19 participants had been selected by the pharmacy managers at the 12 pharmacies identified as having been extensively involved in surveying and the pharmacy managers identified the individuals to be interviewed. This purposive sampling may have introduced a bias, with positive attitudes and experiences being overreported. As the question about excluding patients can be perceived as measuring job performance, it is also likely that this behavior is underreported. The individual interviews gave similar responses, and a perceived saturation was achieved after about 8-10 interviews. Even though individual interviews have certain advantages (159), focus group interviews with pharmacists probably would have elicited both broader and deeper information and revealed potentially conflicting positions among pharmacists (142).

**Study IV**

Small focus groups are easier to host, more comfortable for participants and facilitate recruitment, but the reduced size can limit the range of reported experiences (142). Considering the difficulties to recruit to the focus groups, all pharmacies participating in the project should have been invited. This could also have increased diversity, with pharmacists from more pharmacies participating and potentially sharing other experiences.

The moderator of the focus groups had previously been involved in both pharmacy-based surveying and recruitment to adherence support programs and therefore had personal opinions on barriers/facilitators to research in Swedish community pharmacies. The potential impact of this bias was however minimized through a) the use of the semi-structured interview guide, b) the presence of the assistant moderator and debriefing sessions after each
interview, c) the recording and transcribing of interviews, d) the consensual analysis process and e) auditing.

Limitations

The studies included in this thesis are conducted in Swedish community pharmacies only, during a time when the Swedish pharmacy market changed considerably. Even though community pharmacies share many characteristics worldwide, it is difficult to generalize the results to other countries or contexts.

The drugs studied in paper I were all new on the market at the time of the surveys and it is therefore not possible to generalize the findings to all drugs or drug groups. The sample size of the surveys is mostly based on convenience sampling, not on statistical power calculations. Nevertheless, the results in paper I are consistent across therapeutic groups, despite the small sample size of some of the surveys.

The design of the adherence support program referred to in paper IV did not involve cooperation with local healthcare, even though this is a frequently reported facilitator in pharmacy-based research and/or service implementation (105,160,161). The reasons were a) the established design of the adherence support program, not involving other healthcare staff than those at the call-center, and b) the distribution of pharmacies and healthcare centers in the county of Stockholm. Stockholm is a densely populated county with 23% of the Swedish population (162), the highest number of community pharmacies of all counties and 13 pharmacies per 100 000 inhabitants (52). With 99% of all prescriptions being electronical and thus accessible for all pharmacies (163), the patients can redeem their prescriptions at any pharmacy, regardless of where they visited healthcare. Cooperation with local healthcare in a design where the pharmacies were the point of recruitment was therefore not feasible.

Paper III represents a case of pharmacy-based surveying, with a clinical instead of methodological research question. The methodological knowledge gained regarding pharmacy-based surveying is therefore implicit, and includes the difficulties of calculating response rates in a setting where the drug under study is an OTC drug kept in the self-service area of the pharmacy. To capture as many as possible of potentially eligible customers, it is advisable to involve all pharmacy staff in that type of data collection, not a few external observers, particularly when considering the generous opening hours of most community pharmacies in Sweden.
Conclusions

Swedish community pharmacies have the potential to be a part of pharmacy practice research. The feasibility of using community pharmacies as a research setting and dispensing pharmacists as researchers is however affected by patients’ direct access to pharmacy dispensing services and pharmacists’ perceived conflict between achieving commercial goals and creating scientific evidence.

In surveys or services research conducted in Swedish community pharmacies, with the dispensed drug as the trigger for inclusion, an exclusion of patients who do not visit the pharmacy themselves makes patients, aged 75 years or older, underrepresented. Due to their perceived workload, dispensing pharmacists sometimes exclude those patients from research, who are perceived as complex or time consuming due to e.g. age, polypharmacy or difficulties with language. These mechanisms contribute to a healthy selection effect in community pharmacy-based surveys, and services research and provision not fully targeting those who are in most need of support with their medication.

Community pharmacists perceive themselves to be adequately trained for surveying, but lacking competence for conducting CPS research. For successful involvement of community pharmacists in CPS research, Swedish pharmacy curricula need to include more communication training and inter-professional collaboration, as well as measures to increase research competence.

Since competing commercial priorities hamper community pharmacists’ sustainable research involvement, separate research funding is an important facilitator. For surveys to include all eligible patients, services to be relevant for both practice and patients and to target the patients in most need of support with their medication, research collaboration with healthcare, other professions and across pharmacies is also necessary.
Future perspectives

It is difficult to discuss if and how community pharmacies will be able to participate in research without considering what community pharmacy represents, today and in the future. In this thesis, the term community pharmacy represents the actual setting: Retail pharmacies, situated outside of hospitals and focusing on dispensing of prescription drugs and sales of OTC drugs and other more or less health related products. Consequently, a community pharmacist is a pharmacist working in a community pharmacy.

With increasing sales of pharmaceutical products over the Internet, either from retail pharmacies expanding their sales channels or from purely web-based pharmacies, customer encounters are gradually changing. Even though web-based questionnaires can replace a questionnaire completed at the pharmacy counter, there are still methodological problems that need to be resolved, e.g. technical problems when managing a web-based questionnaire (164) and declining response rates.

Services based on an initial real-life patient encounter and potential follow-up visits in a pharmacy will have to be re-designed and evaluated in terms of patient outcome. An interesting case for future pharmacy-based research would thus be to compare knowledge and adherence in patients with and without previous real-life meetings with a pharmacist. Results would be relevant, not just for community pharmacies, but also for the pharmacist profession.

With personal experiences from study IV, I believe that it would be fruitful to explore the experiences of pharmacists being both operative CPS providers and pharmacy managers in a highly commercial environment. If they ultimately are the ones who have to balance the conflicting interests of offering services relevant to patients and healthcare, and managing a business with a commercial focus, understanding their motivation and coping strategies possibly adds important dimensions to the feasibility of pharmacy services research, development and implementation.

Existing literature on respondents’ perspectives on health survey participation address e.g. reasons for nonparticipation (165), preferences regarding questionnaire design (166) and reactions to incentives (167,168). How patients perceive being surveyed when redeeming their prescriptions in a
community pharmacy has not yet been studied, and is not included in this thesis. Similarly, patients’ perceptions regarding implemented pharmaceutical services have been studied (128–130,169–172) but not their perceptions and experiences of participating in services research. To fully understand the feasibility of conducting research in community pharmacies, these perspectives need to be studied.
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Läkemedelsbehandling är en av de vanligaste åtgärderna inom hälso- och sjukvården. Över tid har antalet tillgängliga läkemedel ökat, och de läkemedel som numera introduceras på marknaden är ofta dyra och rekommenderas ofta bara när det finns en bevisad nytta med behandlingen, både kliniskt och hälsoekonomiskt.


Kunder som erbjudits att svara på en enkät på apotek under 2006–2012 har jämförts avseende ålder och kön med alla svenska patienter som fått samma läkemedel under samma period (artikel 1). Jämförelsen omfattar drygt 15 000 personer, och visar att kunder som var 75 år eller äldre inte erbjudits att delta i enkätstudierna på apotek i samma utsträckning som övriga kunder, därför att de mer sällan gick till apoteket och hämtar ut sina läkemedel själva.
Detta gällde för samtliga undersökta läkemedelsgrupper och bidrog till att resulataten i undersökningarna representerade en yngre, sannolikt något friskare, grupp än de genomsnittliga användarna.

Farmaceuternas syn på arbetet med enkäterna undersöktes med en anonym enkät spridd via alla medverkande apotek och enskilda intervjuer med 19 farmaceuter (artikel 2). De var positiva till att genomföra enkätintervjuerna, bl. a. för att det bidrar till en bättre kunddialog om läkemedel. Att behöva genomföra enkäterna i anslutning till receptexpedieringen uppfattades dock som ett stressmoment, och det var vanligt att farmaceuterna avstod från enkäterna för att inte öka sin arbetsbörda. Kunder som uppfattades som komplexa och tidskrävande blev därför inte erbjudna att medverka. Resultatet visar att extra resurser behövs för att enkäterna ska genomföras utan att enkätstudiernas kvalitet påverkas.


Ett pågående patientstödsprogram som riktar sig till patienter som hämtar ut blodfettsänkande läkemedel på öppenvårdsapotek utvärderas i ett forskningsprojekt. Farmaceuternas syn på att medverka i forskning undersöktes i gruppintervjuer som visade att det fanns en generell förståelse för att forskning är viktig för att utveckla apotekssamverkan och farmaceuternas yrkesroll, men att man upplevde en rad påtagliga hinder. Ett fokus på försläckning av produkter och konkurrens mellan apoteksföretag försvarar både forskning om och implementering av farmaceutiska tjänster på öppenvårdsapotek. För att bidra i forskning behöver farmaceuterna bättre kommunikations- och forskningstränings- och ett ökat samarbete mellan olika apoteksföretag respektive apotek och hälso- och sjukvård behöver utvecklas.

I avhandlingen undersöks inte patienters syn på att svara på enkäter eller medverka i annan forskning kopplad till apotek, något som förstås är relevant i sammanhanget. Likaså saknas andra aktörens syn på värdet av apoteksbaserade enkäter eller annan forskning. För att fullt ut förstå hur väl forskning på apotek kan fungera behöver även dessa perspektiv studeras.
Sammanfattningsvis visar avhandlingen att svenska apotek med sin stora kontaktyta mot patienter både kan bidra med enkätstudier kring läkemedelsanvändning och medverka i forskning kring farmaceutiska tjänster, men med faktiska begränsningar och upplevda hinder. Automatiskt når man ett urval av något yngre kunder, då de äldsta inte går till apoteket i samma utsträckning som övriga, och vissa mer tidskrävande kunder utesluts aktivt. Det gör att enkäter och förfrågningar om att delta i forskning inte når de största läkemedelsanvändarna, och därför inte blir representativa. Öppenvårdsapotekens kommersiella fokus upplevs försvåra medverkan i forskning, som inte prioriteras. Ytterligare resurser, kommunikationsträning och ökad forskningskunskap identifieras som avgörande förbättringsfaktorer, tillsammans med ett utökat samarbete med hälso- och sjukvård och alla apoteksföretag.
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Appendices

Appendix I

Interview guide individual interviews (paper II)

Age (years)
Gender (M/F)
Education (pharmacist/prescriptionist)
No. of years of practice
Experience of pharmacy-based patient surveys (years)
Frequency of survey involvement

Preparations

Introducing new employees
Pharmacist/prescriptionist education
E-training
Sufficient?

Patient characteristics
Frequency
Avoiding survey interviews?
Survey effect on customer encounter
Customer’s reasons for nonparticipation
Opinions on the pharmacy doing contract research

Situation
Reasons?
Customer encounter
General reaction of customer

Privacy at pharmacy counter?
Threatening questions

Exit cashier?

Stress
Time

Pharmacist’s reflections and strategies
Professional role
Role conflict doing contract research for pharmaceutical companies

Support
Manager
Colleagues

Role conflict doing contract research for pharmaceutical companies
Appendix II

Questionnaire OTC triptans (paper III)  
*Author’s translation*

SC= single choice, MC= multiple choice

**Uppsala university, Karolinska institutet** and **Stockholm County Council** are investigating how patients use of a certain type of over-the-counter medication intended for the treatment of migraine, so called triptans. Brand names include Zomig Nasal, Zomig Rapimelt, Oripitan and Sumatriptan. The purpose is to establish how these drugs are used, e.g. how often the drug is being used and if patients use both prescription and over-the-counter triptans. Participation is voluntary. No personal identifiers, such as name or birth dates, will be saved and used in the data analysis and presentation. The study is approved by the Ethical Review Board in Stockholm.

1. Do you want to participate? (SC)
   a. Yes
   b. No
      → exit

2. Is this drug intended for you or somebody else? (SC)
   a. For me
   b. For somebody else
      → exit

3. What type of headache do you intend to treat with the medication you’re buying today? (SC)
   a. Migraine
   b. Headache
   c. Both migraine and headache
   d. I don’t know

4. Have you been diagnosed with migraine? (SC)
   a. Yes
      → Question 5
   b. No
      → Question 6

5. Who gave you the diagnose? (SC)
   a. A physician
   b. Another health professional
   c. A pharmacy staff member
   d. A relative
   e. A friend
   f. Myself
6. Have you ever had a prescription for this type of drug? (SC)
   If Yes, the drugs may have been named Imigran, Sumatriptan, Naramig, Zomig, Zolmitriptan, Maxalt, Rizatriptan, Almogran, Relpax or Migard.
   a. Yes
   b. No

7. The following question concerns the past three months: Do you alter between using prescription and over-the-counter triptans, and if so, in what way? (SC)
   a. No
   b. Yes, .................................................................

8. What is your main reason for buying over-the-counter triptans? (SC)
   a. I don’t have to see a doctor and get a prescription
   b. I have asked my physician for a prescription but didn’t get one
   c. I need the tablets immediately
   d. Other reasons, ............................................................

9. How often, on average, do you have migraine attacks? (SC)
   a. More often than once a week
   b. More often than twice a month
   c. Once or twice a month
   d. Less often than once a month

10. How often, on average, do you use triptans to treat your migraine attack? (SC)
    a. Always →Question 11
    b. Often →Question 11
    c. Every second time →Question 11
    d. Rarely →Question 11
    e. Never, this is the first time I try this drug →Question 12

11. The following question refers to all pharmacies where you buy over-the-counter triptans, not only this pharmacy: How often, on average, are you offered help or counselling by the pharmacy staff in connection with your purchase? This includes being asked if you
need any help, if you have used this drug before or what type of headache you have. (SC)

a. Always  
b. Often  
c. Every second time  
d. Rarely  
e. Never

12. What other drugs do you currently use to treat your migraine? (MC)

a. None  
b. Acetyl salicylic acid (brand names including Treo, Magnecyl)  
c. Paracetamol (brand names including Alvedon, Panodil, Reliv, Pamol)  
d. Diclofenak (brand names including Voltaren T, Eeze, Diklofenak T)  
e. Ibuprofen (brand names including Ipren, Ibumetin)  
f. Naproxen (brand names including naproxen)  
g. Primperan  
h. Other over-the-counter drug/drugs  
i. Other prescription drug/drugs (apart from potential triptans)

13. Do you get any preventive drug treatment for migraine? (SC)

a. No  
b. Yes,  
......................................................

14. Age: ............ years

15. Gender (SC)

a. M  
b. F

Thank you for participating!
Appendix III
Interview guide focus group interviews (paper IV)  
*Author’s translation*

About the intervention itself
- Can you describe what StatinStödet is, to you?
  - How does it fit in the everyday work flow at the pharmacy?

Information/knowledge
- Think back to when the project started: From where did you get information about the project?
  - Did you miss anything?

Areas of improvement
- How would you design StatinStödet, if you were to change it?
- How would you like to help patients with chronic drug treatment to achieve a better drug utilisation?
  - What kind of support do patients want from the pharmacy?

*Co-operating with healthcare, how? (added after two focus group interviews)*
- *Purpose?*
- *Advantages/disadvantages?*

*Co-operating with other retail pharmacy chains/pharmacies, how? (added after two focus group interviews)*
- *Purpose?*
- *Advantages/disadvantages?*

Research
- Are you aware that StatinStödet is being evaluated in a research project?
- What do you think about research (in general) and research on pharmaceutical services (in particular)?
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